
Abstract: 

This baccalaureate thesis deals with analysis of the experiences children in difficult life 

situations gained from art therapy. The first aim of this thesis is to describe the kind of 

experience (positive or negative) a child gets through the means of group art therapy in an 

institution called Fond ohrožených dětí (FOD) Klokánek. The second aim of this thesis is to 

find out how the children perceive art therapy and what new things it will bring them. 

Another aim of this thesis is a detailed analysis of the things children get from both changing 

and invariable components of art therapy and the way they can use them in their future lives. 

To elaborate this topic qualitative research was chosen. The following methods were used: 

participant observation, unstructured interview, and content analysis of the notes from 

observations and also of the personal data of the children (artifacts). Twelve children from 

Klokánek were use as the target sample. 

The introductory part of the thesis is devoted to the history of the research. Thus FOD 

Klokánek is introduced together with the services it offers, its position in the Czech Republic 

and its establishment by the Family Laws, its advantages compared to institutional 

education, daily routine, holidays and service information, the most common reasons for the 

children’s placement there and also the funding of the FOD Klokánek Project. The thesis 

also describes the method of data collecting and their processing. 

The thesis also includes the analysis of separate art therapy sessions with special focus on the 

study of topic work. This part of the thesis aims at the analysis of the therapeutic possibilities 

of art therapy and their assets for the children. The successive part of the thesis describes 

different invariable elements of art therapy that might also influence the child in a positive or 

negative way. 

The last part of the thesis discusses the accessible literature. Throughout the thesis all the 

issues concerning functions, aims, advantages and disadvantages of the art therapy are 

illustrated in the text in all the chapters. 

The research has proved that group art therapy gives children in difficult life situations 

mostly a positive experience because the possibility of artistic and creative activity is 

perceived in a very positive way by the children. Art therapy helps the children to “work” 

with their traumas and negative emotions. The children thus gain a new “view of the world” 

though this expressive therapeutic method. 

 


